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Experience Digital Industry:
smart technology from KSB
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Introduction
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Digital Industry: KSB takes on the production
of the future
The interconnected pump as a driver for innovation
With its innovative functionality, the smart pump set from KSB

Systems are becoming more flexible, more efficient and more reliable in their operation – with KSB and the
intelligent use of information technology. Place your trust in smart pump sets from KSB and benefit from
tomorrow's technology today.

already represents a first glimpse of Digital Industry.
The most significant production challenges faced by Digital
Industry are increasing productivity and individualising the

What is Digital Industry?

What does Digital Industry offer?

product. Overcoming these challenges demands systems with

Digital Industry represents the fourth industrial revolution. Fol-

Maximally efficient, reliable and resource-conserving production:

improvements in:

lowing the mechanical, electric and electronic transformations of

that is the goal. Moreover, the cost-effective implementation of

industry, we are now experiencing the comprehensive intercon-

short-term adaptations in production and individual customer

nection of production via the Internet of Things and Services.

requirements should be possible – even for a single batch. To

The integration of information technologies throughout an

achieve this, systems will supply precise information on their

entire plant can generate a cyber-physical system. And in the

current status. Working to this principle, individual components

field of pump technology, KSB is developing ground-breaking

can optimise their operation autonomously at a decentralised

solutions.

level. This wide-ranging potential justifies the high value placed

Increasing productivity and individualising the product

Resource efficiency and optimised use of materials
	Availability and operating reliability via precise

Resource
efficiency

Availability and
operating reliability

Flexibility

equipment management
Flexibility via short-term reconfigurability

Valuable information

Services meet functionality

by KSB on Digital Industry as an approach for the future.
These three factors are the basis for economically successful
production in Digital Industry. Smart pump technologies from
KSB make their contribution by providing valuable information
and stand-alone functionality.

Smart pump set

Smart pump sets
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The fluid technology of the future:
smart pump sets from KSB
Smart pump sets from KSB are paving the way for Digital Industry. Automated pump sets equipped with the
PumpDrive variable speed system and the PumpMeter monitoring unit are ideally suited for connection to
other components to form smart networks. This technology may be futuristic, but you can profit from it now.
Thanks to the valuable information they provide and their ability to optimise own operation, KSB's products
are already offering the highest levels of efficiency with maximum operating reliability and availability today.

Valuable information beats reams of data

Services meet functionality: our component – your benefit

A smart pump set does not merely gather reams of data; it ana-

A smart pump set is not a passive component with fixed

lyses this data to deliver structured information, which in turn

characteristics, but actually functions independently. It auto-

serves to optimise energy efficiency, maintenance measures and

matically controls its own operation, even during changing

availability. PumpMeter and PumpDrive offer access to the iden-

system conditions, and reveals potential for optimisation. On

tity, status and history of a pump set at all times:

the basis of the information generated, KSB products ensure the
availability of your system as well as boosting energy efficiency:

■■

Straightforward integration in control systems with the
intelligent name plate

■■

Saving of order number and data on the unit for servicing

■■

Calculation of the operating point and creation of a load
profile with PumpMeter

■■

Transparency

Interconnection

Valuable information

Operation with maximum energy optimisation thanks to the
PumpDrive variable speed system and the KSB SuPremE®
IE4* motor

■■

Optimised operating reliability for automated multiple pump
operation ensured via full redundancy

Transparent pump data is available at all times – at both a local

■■

Continuously optimised operation via sensorless differential

and a centralised level. Various field bus modules enable wireless

pressure control, dynamic pressure compensation and sleep

or cabled connectivity to control systems. PumpDrive also

mode as well as specialised function packages for pressure
boosting and waste water applications

features an energy savings meter and an integrated wireless
module for Bluetooth connectivity via an iPhone app.

■■

Damage and breakdowns are ruled out thanks to
PumpDrive's monitoring of the operating status.

KSB's PumpMeter monitoring unit is a global one-off.

■■

Highest availability levels via automated functional checks,

Services meet functionality

flow rate estimation and sensorless dry-running protection
■■

Straightforward commissioning as pump set assembly and
parametrisation are performed in full at the factory.

Optimised operation
* IE4 in accordance with IEC (CD) 60034-30 Ed. 2
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Applications
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A step forward with
Digital Industry solutions from KSB
KSB is a leader in the development of pump technology which improves the overall efficiency of your entire
system. As such, today KSB already offers smart solutions to optimise you system's operation. An innovative
Digital Industry application is being developed by KSB and SAP at the St. Leon-Rot Data Centre.

Closer to the people: pump data in the Cloud
Quick, straightforward access to pump data: Equipment
Management from KSB fulfils the wishes of many a service
engineer. The data is saved in the Cloud and can be accessed
with a tablet or smartphone via a QR code on the pump set.
This makes not only technical data directly accessible, but also

Pump Operation Check: optimised operation through smart analysis

Data as a basis for calculation

Optimisation through smart analysis

KSB's experts use the measured data to establish the pump's

The Pump Operation Check reveals optimisation potential for

qualitative load profile and suggest recommendations for

fixed-speed pumps in single-pump applications. To achieve this,

optimisation. You also receive an economic efficiency analysis

PumpMeter measures pressure over a representative period of

and on request an offer from KSB to implement the optimisation

time – and thanks to KSB technology this can be done without

measures.

any impact on the operating process.
For the analysis of complex systems, KSB offers the SES System

the entire pump history, maintenance measures and test reports

Efficiency Service. Find out more at

with photos.

www.ksb.com/fluidfuture-en/analysis/ses/

KSB and SAP: ultimate security in the Cloud
If your data is "in the Cloud", then there is a good
chance that it is actually stored at St. Leon-Rot Data
Centre operated by SAP, the leading innovator for
enterprise software. Here, customer data is stored
with utmost security, though the enormous amounts
of computing power do generate a lot of heat. As a
stable cooling supply is essential for the centre's
operation, SAP places its trust in technology from KSB.

Smart pump sets from KSB ensure cooling supply at the Data Centre.

And now KSB and SAP are combining their standards
of technological excellence in a pioneering Digital
Quick, straightforward access to pump data with KSB Equipment Management:
data accessed via a QR code on the pump set is displayed on a tablet browser.

Industry application: PumpMeter and PumpDrive will
in the future send a pump's current operating status
and history into the Cloud to SAP's Remote Service
Management via integrated interfaces. This will allow
the system-wide status monitoring, fault detection and
the prediction of potential breakdowns. KSB and SAP
employ this concept to exploit the potential of Digital
Industry to ensure the availability of cooling at the
Data Centre.

In the future, PumpMeter and PumpDrive will be connected to SAP's
Remote Service Management.

The KSB Newsletter –
don‘t miss out, sign up now:
www.ksb.com/ksb-en/
newsletter

Your local KSB representative:
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Technology that makes its mark

